We propose a variant of the Kolmogorov concept of complexity which yields a common theory of finite and infinite random sequences. The process complexity does not oscillate. We establish some concepts of effective tests which are proved to be equivalent.
does not oscillate. We establish some concepts of effective tests which are proved to be equivalent. Theorem 1 Let f: N ~ N be a rec. function such that ~2-f(n)< ~, then for any z 6 X ~ the following holds:
Since there exist arbitrary long sequences x such that KA(X) ~Ixl Theorem 1 implies that for any f as above and any n 6 N there exist sequences x of length greater than n such that KA(X ) ~ Ixl and KA(X(n)) ~ n -f(n) .
This means that x is irregular although the initial segment x(n) is regular. This fact is hard to conceive and is the main obstacle for a common theory of finite and infinite random sequences. The following modification of the concept of program complexity will circumvent these difficulties.
THE PROCESS COMPLEXITY
It has already been observed that there must be some difference in the concept of regularity of finite objects which do not involve a direction (for instance a natural number) and the concept of regularity of infinite sequences (as well as finite subsequences of an infinite a sequence) where natural direction is involved. For example, he who wants to understand a book will not read it backwards, since the comments or facts which are given in his first part will help him to understand subsequent chapters (this means they help him to find regularities in the rest of the book). Hence anyone who tries to detect regularities in a process (for example an infinite sequence or an extremely long finite sequence) proceeds in the direction of the process. Regularities that have ever been found in an initial segment of the pro ~ cess are regularities for ever. Our main argument is that the interpretation of a process (for example to measure his complexity) is a process itself that proceeds in the same direction. 
Let P : xm-~ X m be the universal process such that Kp = K P. Hence there exist sequences Wl,...,w n ~ X m such that
Since P is a process it follows from (b)
Hence ( It can be verified that there exists g(j)
satisfying the above conditions iff ~) IIVj_i n X lh(j) l-i~| ~ 21h(J ) l-i.
In this case an appropriate g(j) can be effectively found. We claim that condition (~) implies that for all j,r ~ N:
where [ q denotes the last natural number greater than.
Observe that in fact condition (~) implies that g(j) has to be chosen such that ~[Vj ~ xk~ is minimal for all k e N.
Obviously F2 r ~.( ~J g(k)X~)l is an lower bound kej for ((Vj r~ X l{and our construction ensures that this lower bound is attained. Because
[2i+r ~(kejV h(k) X')7£ k% 2 i+r ~Yi x~< 2 r it follows that (i) holds.
Hence the procedure for g continues for all j. Hence [(g(j) , h(j)) I J ~ N} is the graph of a process Pi that satisfies the above lamina.
We continue the proof of Theorem 3. Proof Let P: X * --TX ~ be a process. In order to prove the theorem we construct a process h:X~--gX ~ such for all x e X ~ ,j~_Ixl:
We set This implies that the relation (~ holds.
Hence Theorem 5 follows from Theorem 2.
The following theorem shows that Kolmogorov complexity K A and process complexity K P do not differ very much. 
2-1
From ~Yi x ~ follows that Vn ~ N: 9 x 6 xn:my ( We analyse the process complexity K P in the same way. If Ix I-KP(x) > Izl-KP(z) than we can say that the sequence z withstands the random test given by K P better than x. However, the above method of proof also yields the following
Theorem 9
The process complexity is not recursive. A process P together with a recursive r.i.
B can be conceived to be an effective test.
In case IzJ-IB(z) [ > Ixl-IB(x) I we can say that x withstands this test better than z. This relation can be effectively decided. IB(x) I is a recursive lower bound for Kp(X).
In the following a rec. monotonous and unbounded function g:N --~N shall be called a ~rowth function. We shall use these functio~ for measuring the increase of real functions.
Definition
A tripel T = (P,B,g) where P is a process, B is a rec. r.i. of P, and g is a growth function, is called an effective random
> O] is defined to be the set of sequences that do not withstand test T.
We say that test T is mortal for the se-
The above definition quences means that for a sequence z there exists a mortal effective random test if and only if there is a process P such that short programs B(z(n)) for the initial segments z(n) of z can be effectively found and the sequence n -I B (z(n)) 1 increases in an effective way beyond all bounds. Obviously this implies lira (n -Kp(z(n))) = n Next we establish some equivalent concepts of effective random tests. Since P is a process it follows -i ~YiX~ 2
Hence Y is a rec. sequential test. The decode h is defined by
(2) Let Y c NK~be a rec. sequential test with Y = X * , h a recursive decode, and o g a growth function. We construct a process P:X~--~ X ~ as has been done in part (2) of the proof of Theorem 3. It can easily be verified that this construction yields a recursive r.i. B:X -->X~such for all Hence lira( n -IB(z(n)) l)/g(n) > 0 implies n z e q~ . We prove that Y is a total rec. Y sequential test. It satisfies showing that ~Yi x~ can be effectively computed.
In order to compute ~Yi x with an error less than 2 -j one determines n such that f(n) > 2 j. This implies 
